
Express: Evolve: Emerge 2012

A Performance inspired by Local History and created by Local People

• Emerge Arts™  is rooted in community inclusion involving people of all ages, 
ethnicity and abilities from a wide range of backgrounds. Our ethos and approach 
works across a platform of Arts – Creativity – Environment. We provide a 
weekly program of classes and workshops leading to participation for community 
within performance projects and events. Our events are fun, engaging and 
informative, connecting people to local initiatives centred in community, 
environment, health and well being.

 Synopsis

• The  Express: Evolve:Emerge project has been inspired by the Prittlewell 
Priory, the local history of Southend and surrounding area. 

• This performance brings together the aspects of Southends motto “By the sea 
and by the church”. Set in the grounds of Prittelwell Priory and the Peace Garden 
the performance will bring to life the historical characters of King Saebert, 
(thought by some to be the Saxon prince whose burial was recently found close 
to Priory Park) and will also include the monks from the Cluny of  St Mary who 
lived in the priory . This part of the performance draws on direct historical 
research. We will additionally share this research within our performance 
programs .

• The performance storyline moves through our past, present and a choice of two 
possible futures. We follow the journey of a small group of characters 
representing the every day man and woman as they rediscover lessons we can 
learn from our past, the value of community and our native wisdom. The 
performance will also connect people to current global concepts and models such 
as  Permaculture and One planet sustainable living. 

• The performance and event encourages its audience to reflect on issues of 
sustainability in a fun, accessible and stimulating way,  empowering the local 
community to consider how every person and family by making small and easy 
changes can make a very big difference.

• Emerge  is committed to applying sustainable practices , recycling and up-cycling 
its resources with many costumes and props being handmade locally by Emerge 
Arts™ members and their families. 

•  By taking part in this performance project,  Emerge Arts™  members have 
gained a deeper knowledge of their local history and heritage. In addition they 
have developed greater environmental awareness by taking part in a variety of 
project based learning experiences .

• Emerge Arts™ performance events are ' Not for Profit ' .
All profit generated through ticket sales is donated to local based charities.
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